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Depicting pink-cheeked children who do everyday activities from picking apples to huddling under an umbrella, Hummel figurines are a timeless classic that brings joy to collectors around the world. The true value of the Hummel is the possession of a beautiful object that makes sense to you and your family. However, the rarity and
demand for some models have attracted high prices online and at auction. How much does Hammel's figurines cost? Most Hummel figurines sell for $50-$75. But some rare, sophisticated Hummels can be sold for thousands of dollars at auction. The history of Hummel FigurinesIn the early 1930s, the art of Maria Innocentia Hummel's
sister began to appear on postcards throughout Germany and Switzerland. These images of children in pastoral conditions caught the attention of Franz Gebel, director of the porcelain company W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik (now known as Goebel). In 1935 he negotiated cooperation with Sister Hammel and began to create figurines based
on her drawings. Goebel debuted his new figurines at the Leipzig Fair and collectibles began to become popular. But, his success was interrupted by Nazi control in Europe.After the war, Goebel began to produce Hummel figurines again. The figurines became particularly popular among U.S. service members stationed in West Germany,
who sent Hummels to family members back in the United States. These pink-cheeked figurines were the timeless collectibles ever sensed. General guidelines for the cost of Hummel figurines: Large and complex pieces: Larger, more complex pieces tend to be priced higher than smaller figures. For example, a piece with multiple children
is usually worth more than a single child's figurine. Condition: Pieces in good condition without damage at the price of the highest. Also, if you have the original box and packaging, the cost will go up. Rarity: Retirees and limited-edition figurines tend to be more valuable than the figures that are currently produced. Demand: There are
figurines that every Hummel collector wants in their porcelain paddock. Some figurines like Jolly Wanderer (Hummel number 7) and Stormy Weather (Hummel number 71) had a lot of figurines created. But since these figurines resonate with so many people, these timeless classics are usually priced at a few hundred dollars. Other more
expensive figures with high demand are less common, including the Ring Around Rosie (Hummel number 348) and Adventure Bound (Hummel number 347). Year: The older the model, the more valuable. Sometimes Hummels have an engraved number that indicates the year at the bottom of the shape. If this is not the case, you can
specify the range of years of the official Goebel trademark. The brand has changed dramatically over the years. The most valuable Figurines of Hummel Other name of Hummel figurines has changed over time. Therefore, it is best to identify the figurines by the Hummel identification number. To find this number, gently flip upside down.
You will find its imprint near the top rim of the porcelain figurine. Adventure Adventures Number: 347Hummel Estimated fair market value: $1,630.33Suggested retail price: $4,900 Adventure Bound is the rarest and most valuable Hummel figurine. This 8-inch figure depicts seven little boys heading into an adventure. Models with the brand
Full Bee (also called TMK-2) were created before 1959. These rare versions can go into action for $6,000-$9,000, depending on the condition, and if the box is still present. Image PerfectHummel Room: 2100Hummel Estimated fair market value: $1,163Suggested retail price: $3,495In this Hummel, three children and a dog sit behind their
photo to be taken by an old camera. This part is highly valued because only 2,500 figurines have been made. Ring around RosieHummel Room: 348Hummel estimates fair market value of $1,063.67Suggested retail price: $3,200This adorable figurine depicts four little girls playing a ring game around Rosie. This statue was originally
released to commemorate the 25th anniversary of Hummel. The original figurines are taller and more valuable than the new versions, ranging from 63/4-7 inches in height. The later versions are all uniform in height, 63/4 inches high. BoysHummel School Room: 170/IIIHummel Estimates Fair Market Value $1,063.67Suggested Retail
Price: $3,200This collectible shows three school boys going for a lesson on a written sheet. 170/III ranges from 9 1/2-10 inches tall and 61/2-7 inches wide, which is larger than other versions of this model. This is especially valuable because this large size was forever retired goebel.School GirlsHummel Room: 177/IIIHummel Estimates
fair market value: $1,063Suggested retail price: $3,200It vintage Hummel features three schoolgirls huddled with their school supplies. 170/III ranges from 9 1/2-10 inches in height and 61/2-7 inches wide, which distinguishes it from other versions of this model. This large model has been finally removed by Goebel, making it particularly
valuable. Forever FriendsHummel Room: 2255Hummel valued at fair market value $913.67Suggested retail price: $2,750Two kids stand on the fence observing the swan and its goslings in this timeless Hummel. Goebel only made 1000 figurines of this limited edition Hummel. Initially, this Hummel came with a porcelain identification
plate. The figurines that still date this board are particularly valuable. Are you interested in how much your Hummel costs? Take a look at this figure value chart for Hummel. AntiquesNavigator uses numerous keyword searches at completed auctions to create this archive, if you are looking for hummel figurines for sale, then check out this
page of hummel figurines for sale. Search page: Search page there is a question or need a free valuation estimate? Visit our forums and connect and discuss! I hope these pages will help you with your hummel figurines collection! If you have Any ideas on how to make this price guide better, please contact us! Fuzzy photos? Try our high-
quality version of this page! Click here for Page 2 No results found! Click here Try again. Always start with a simple search for one word, you can always narrow it down later by adding additional words. For example, if you're looking for a Martin Luther small pocket catechism book in German since 1909, never take it all to the search page.
In this example you can try word search, catechism or maybe search for Luther and book. Here's a video on YouTube showing this example and the results you'll find, but you can try searching yourself too! How to perform a search using the free antique price guide app Main Page Price Guides Current Auctions Free Antique Appraisal
This Hummel figurines and collectibles offered the retail price and auction price (fair market value) price guide. Use this chart to find out the value of your Hummel. Find Hummel in this chart to determine the recommended retail price and auction price (fair market value). Hummel Price Guide to Hummel Figures and Collectibles Value
Chart Additional Resources Because of the overwhelming number of Hummel value requests that I receive, I had to close the comments on this page. I get 100 cost requests weekly and it's very time to respond to each request. If you couldn't find the value of your Hummel on the Hummel Value Chart, you may want to consider getting a
copy of my full Hummel price guide. I made the price of this guide affordable. Each Hummel in this guide has a higher value than the purchase price guide on value. You've probably seen a Hummel figurine on top of the fireplace of someone sweet kid reading a book, playing music, or going about their daily tasks. These porcelain figurines
embody the simple beauty of the Bavarian countryside of the early 20th century. With their soothing pastel colors and adorable characters, the figurines have amassed millions of Hummel collectors to this day. While most Hummels go for $50, some are worth a few hundred dollars, and rare Hummels can sell up to 5-figure during auctions.
If you have a Hummel figurine but you're not sure it's worth it, stay. It could be a hidden gem. The story of the Hummel figurine conceived by sister Maria Innocenti Hummel - a prolific German artist and Franciscan nun - the first figurines were made by Franz Gebel in 1935. With the exception of a few short breaks during World War II and
early 2000s, the figurines were in continuous production, breathing life into hundreds of drawings by M.I. Hammel. M.I. Hummel's Life and Figurine Conception, born in 1909 in Massing, Germany, Berta Hummel was inspired by her parents to develop her artistic talent. Speaking about her creative epiphany, her mother, Victoria Hummel,
said: ... bouquet of beautiful flowers, pleasant baby face, beautiful mood, autumn forest. All these things could please her, and she would stand and watch and watch, for what seemed like an eternity. After graduating with honors from the State School of Applied Arts in Munich in 1931, joined the Franciscan sister Oussen, where she was
given the name Maria Innocentia. It was in the monastery that Sister Hummel began to draw cute children with pink cheeks, performing daily tasks. The drawings represented her childhood in Bavaria - scenes of innocence and sincerity. In the early 1930s, Hummel's drawings were published as postcards by Munich publisher Ars Sacra.
Soon they caught the eye of Franz Gebel - master of porcelain and owner of V. Gebel Porcellanfactory. Gebel decided to make Hammel's drawings porcelain figurines. After initial resistance, M.I. Hammel agreed, reserved the right to choose the official color palette and approve each figurine. After Hammel's death in 1946, this right was
transferred to the Essen Sisters' Art Council, which continues to closely guard Hummel's philosophy and artistic style to this day. Franz Goebel and Figurine produced by Goebel produced the first Hummel figurines in 1935 and production continues to this day. Each of them goes through a long, painstaking process involving several
artisan sculptors, mold masters and artists. Goebel carefully monitors the production process to ensure that the Hummel figurine, made in 2010, is exactly the same as the figurine made in 1950. Here is a quick overview of the process: First, a work by Maria Innocentia Hummel was selected for the new statuette. She was so prolific in her
drawings that new figurines continued to be produced long after her death. The master sculptor then created a clay figurine from the drawing, spending weeks perfecting shapes, lines and features in an attempt to stay as close to hummel's work as possible. After the sculpture was approved, a master model was made. From the master,
copies were produced, casting numerous pieces of figurines using liquid ceramics. Complex figurines are made of up to 40 separate parts, which are formed separately and connected later. After the figurines are collected, they are fired three times in the oven, glazed and fired again. The glazed blanks are subtly painted using a palette of
more than 200 colors, all handpicked by Maria Innocentia Hummel back in the 1930s. The process of turning the drawing into a completed porcelain figurine could take months, and each step was approved by the Essen Sisters. With all the work that goes into making these figurines, it's no wonder they're so highly regarded. World War II -
its influence, when the Nazi regime came to power, all religious schools, including the Oussen sisters, were closed. M.I. Hummel was personally attacked for her art. Hummel figurines were banned in Germany, and Goebel was forced to stop production. By then, Dr. Herbert Dubler and Ars Sacra had already founded a New York
distribution company. Dubler brought to the U.S. a number of Hummel products from Germany - postcards, folders, and then figurines. In 1940 stopped sending products for Dubler for sale. Faced with huge demand, Dubler decided to create new products that closely followed the original art of M.I Hummel, but were designed and
manufactured in New York. This is how Dubler's figurines were born. There may be more than 50 different figurines produced by Herbert Dubler Inc. These figurines are made of plaster material and usually have a copyright date, B. Hummel and either Herbert Dubler, Inc. or Ars Sacra incroolated on the basis of figurines. Since Ars Sacra
was the first company to publish the work of M.I. Hummel (original postcards) and her, many consider Dubler's figurines to be legitimate collectibles. But Herbert Dubler wasn't the only one who went after the market break left by Goebel during World War II. Beswick/English pieces As many as twelve different figurines exist with the back
print of Beswick - England - a famous porcelain manufacturer. They are usually marked with mold numbers 903 to 914. However, when Beswick was later bought, no documents, forms or references to Hummel figurines were found. That's where the story ends. No one can prove who actually produced The Beswick figurines, but it's the
magic of the collector's market. Speculation and mystery always carry a good price. Thus, today both Dubler's figurines and Besvik's figurines are in great demand by collectibles, although they are not authentic figurines of Hammel. How to identify authentic Hummel M.I. Hummel figurines in enticing designs made for many imitators,
imitations, and pieces inspired by her drawings. In addition to works made during World War II, Asian producers flooded the market with copies and reproductions that cost much less. So how can you tell if you have an authentic Hummel or just a copycat? TMK Mark/Goebel Trademark The first thing you need to do is look for the Goebel
trademark, also known as TMK, at the bottom of your Hummel figurine. Each figurine made by goebel is stamped with the company logo. Different logos have been used in different periods, making it easy to determine how old your Hummel is. Goebel first started with TMK-1 (the oldest) and moved all the way through TMK-8 (the newest).
Suffice it to say that if you have a TMK-2 or TMK-3, your Hummel is older and worth more. As you can see in the picture above, it is easy to determine the shape and style of the bee and V characters. The full bee is usually depicted in older models, and the image pays homage to Hummel, whose name means bumblebee in German.
Large figurines and those who have a base also received the signature of M.I. Hammel. NUMBERS HUM and other items Each figurine has the so-called Number Hummel or HUM. This is the 1 - 4 digit number that determines its model. For example, Adventure Bound #347. Figures produced in different sizes also have designs,
appendages to HUM. These usually cast with a figurine or or in soft porcelain, so they are a permanent identification function. Cross references to the HUM number online will easily tell you the name of the figurine and give you more information about it. Other markings you can find on authentic Hummel figurines are: Decorating
developer - usually after HUM/room size and painted or stamped. Factory control number - A small 2-digit number of hand-painted or incuna is used to indicate who collected the Hummel figurine. Lower engraved number - used during periods to refer to things such as the year of production or the year of release. Sometimes it's just
another factory management number. Signs of fake it is very easy to distinguish a fake from a genuine Hummel figurine if you place them side by side and know what to look for. In addition to holding the unique style and proportions of Maria Innocent's original drawings, as well as its TMK sign and identification symbols, be on the lookout
for the following when trying to decipher if your Hummel is genuine or not: Features of fake figurines may have been missing, added, or displaced features. For example, the head is facing the other side, the facial expression is different, or there is no area of grass. If you can, compare your figurine with the proven original to make sure that
their features are the same. The weight of the forge often weighs less than real Hummel figurines. Goebel uses a specific porcelain blend that makes the final product feel pretty solid. Copies often use cheaper materials such as chalk, plaster or even plastic. If your figurine is made of plastic, it's not a real Hummel. Colors Finally, the real
Gobel made Hummels use a specific color palette determined by Maria Innocentia herself. Fake Hummels are usually painted in a similar way, but not quite the same, making it easy to detect reproduction. Look for any strange shades and shades on your figurine. If you can, links the colors of the tested Hummel. It doesn't have to be
exactly the same figurines. The color palette can be recognized through authentic Hummel figurines. Hummel Figures Price Guide Most Hummel figurines cost $50-$75. Some models reach several hundred dollars. Special individual Hummel figurines can be sold for thousands or even tens of thousands of dollars. For a good starting
point, link to this Hummel Figurine Guide, but note that prices can vary widely depending on certain factors. Factors that affect the age of value - Vintage Hummels tend to be more valuable. Age can be determined by the style of labeling TMK. Size and Complexity - Larger and more complex models tend to cost more. Condition - It is
obvious that any damage, scratches, fading, etc. will reduce the value of the figurine. An untouched figurine in the original box can cost 10 times more than that Model without packaging. Rarity - Some Hummels have been manufactured for decades, others have been limited edition or special series. Obviously, the latter are more valuable.
Demand - Some figurines are just simple popular than others like stormy weather #71 and Jolly Wanderer #7. The most valuable figurines of M.I. Hummel Here are some of the most valuable Hummel figurines on the market. Larger models are generally priced at higher prices. Adventure Bound (#347) One of the most popular figures
Hummel - Adventure Bound. The scene depicts six characters equipped with a large spear and a lantern, venturing into the world. Hummel is valued at fair market value: $1,630.33 Recommended retail price: $4,900 Apple Tree Boy and Apple Tree Girl (#142/1 and #142/1) A boy or girl figurine sitting on an apple tree branch. They can be
sold individually or in a set. Some of the early models (tmk-1, tmk-2 and tmk-3) are some of the most expensive Hummel figurines ever. Hummel estimates fair market value: $120.00 Recommended retail price: $369.00 Larger versions with Hummel numbers #142/X and #141/X can be priced at $26,000 or more, according to experts.
Picture Perfect (#2100) A young photographer takes a picture of three children with their toys and a dog. It's a complex scene with a number of characters and small details. Only 2,500 of them were produced, which is the main factor in price formation. Hummel estimates fair market value: $1,163 Recommended retail price: $3,495 Ring
around Rosie (#348) Produced for the 25th anniversary of the Hummel figurines, The Ring Around Rosie depicts four little girls holding hands and playing in a circle. Hummel estimates fair market value: $1,063.67 Recommended retail price: $3,200 schoolchildren and schoolgirls (#170/III and #177/III) These figurines display a group of
schoolchildren and a group of schoolgirls, respectively. Each figure depicts students standing with their school supplies. Hummel estimated fair market value: $1,063.67 Recommended retail price: $3,200 Large versions range from 9 1/2 to 10 inches tall and permanently retired Goebel. This makes them especially valuable if presented in
good condition. Forever Friends (#2255) Two children peek over the fence, watching a beautiful swan, and it goslings. Hummel is valued at fair market value: $913.67 Recommended retail price: $2,750 This piece was produced in 1000 units, making it an extremely rare Hummel figurine. This is even more valuable with a porcelain
identification plate that came with original figurines. Where to sell Hummel Figurines Once you are sure of the type, authenticity, and you have a stadium it's worth, it's time to make some cash. Here are the most popular ways you can sell your Hummel figurines: Auction houses A good way to eliminate the value of your Hummel figurine is
to sell it at auction. Most auction companies organize collectible auctions advertised to networks of knowledgeable collectors and traders. There is a good chance to sell your prized Hummel figurines at a fair price, although you never know with auctions. If Hummel figurines are part of a property that you have inherited or should clean up,
consider organizing an organization selling real estate. If advertised correctly, Hummel figurines can be the main selling point of the event and attract collectors who could buy other items as well. With the sale of real estate, you set the price so you can make sure that they will sell at fair market value. However, you have to be careful who
evaluates your Collection of Hummel figurines. This is easy to overshadow one, as even minor details can dramatically change the price. Internet sites are of course the most obvious options to consider are popular online marketplaces like Craigslist and eBay. While these websites get millions of visitors every day, shoppers are often
looking for cheap bargains and may not be collectors willing to pay what your figurine is worth. There are more specialized websites focusing on antiques and value collectibles like Ruby Lane. This site is popular with serious collectors and professional art and antiques dealers. While it gets less traffic, visitors are more focused and will
probably treat your Hummel figurines appropriately. This Wrap Hope this article was a good introduction to the world of M.I. Hummel and its cute figurines. Her heritage and vision of the pastoral German countryside will live through the Hummel figurines. This guide can help you identify your Hummel figurine and it's worth it, however, it's
not exhaustive. If you think you have an unusual example, it's best to consult experts in antiques and collectibles. True Legacy Homes will help you identify and appreciate Hummel figurines and other valuable items in your estate. Real estate.
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